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The story of why we chose ‘The Flying Pig Review’ as our name. 

WHAT’S IN A NAME? 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

I 
 often read a story to my 
children about a lonely, little, 
blue flying pig named Fancy.  
Fancy was different from the 

other pigs in the pen. They were pink but 
Fancy was blue. They lived on the ground but 
Fancy had wings and flew. The other pigs felt 
proud of their ‘pinkness’. They enjoyed 
spending their days wallowing in the mud 
and basking in the sun. They never wished to 
see beyond their own muddy horizon.  

 

Fancy was torn. He longed to be like 
the other pigs. Fancy wanted to belong 
somewhere but he didn’t like wallowing in 
the mud.  Fancy loved to fly. He loved 
exploring the huge expanse of the sky. He 

was not satisfied with the confines of a pen. 
The other pigs laughed at poor Fancy. They 
shunned him because he was strange and 
different. Finally, Fancy gave up trying to fit 
and flew away from his pig pen home. 

 

 In my walk as a Christian, I often feel 
like a blue flying pig.  Perhaps, it’s because I 
wasn’t churched as a child.  I didn’t learn how 
to behave. There are so many unwritten 
rules, none of which are intuitive for me.  I, 
like Fancy, long to belong and feel welcome, 
but for me, it has never felt possible. To start 
with, everything about me had to change.  
My clothes were too immodest, my language 
too colorful, my approach too crass and my 
vices too distasteful.  That makes a little 
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sense, but it also seemed like my passion was 
too passionate, my joy too vibrant, my 
enthusiasm too enthusiastic and intimidating, 
my relationship with Christ too relational, my 
reality too… real?  

 

  Ultimately, I learned that I am blue, 
that is different, and one blue pig really stands 
out against a pink background!  When I first 
became a Christian, I didn’t think it mattered, 
but I have found in many pink crowds, blue is 
offensive.  The looks, sneers, whisperings 
behind my back, and contempt sends shock 
waves deep into my soul. I feel like a freak 
sometimes and I want to hide who I am and 
pretend to be “happy”. But though I long to 
cover up the differences, I was created to fly.  
It’s a part of who I am. Christ has called me to 
freedom. It is that freedom that has painted me 
blue and given 
me wings. 

 

  I have 
pondered this 
dilemma for 
many years.  
Sometimes I 
curse my wings 
and wish for a pink pig suit so I could ‘fit’ and be 
welcomed somewhere.  But, there is something 
inside of me that can’t unlearn what I know.  I 
have wings; I have seen beautiful things from 
the vantage point of eagles.  There is more out 
there than mud, warm sunshine and the 
confines of a pen.  I can NOT be satisfied with 
less than… well, more! 

  

Being blue doesn't make me special, simply 
different.  Actually, I have a sneaking suspicion 
that all the pigs in the pen are wearing pink pig 
suits that hide their own pair of crumpled up 
wings.  We were all created to be free. Perhaps, 
there is a flying pig inside us all.  Certainly, we 
all have unique gifts and purposes.  We are 
different from each other, each created to be 
who we were uniquely created to be. We are 
not created to somehow squeeze into a 
common pink pig suit to walk, talk and wallow 

just like every other 
pig. Galatians 5:1 
says, “It is for 
freedom that Christ 
has set us free. Stand 
firm, then, and do 
not let yourselves be 
burdened again by a 
yoke of slavery.” 

  

 So what about you?  When cornered 
and asked what you believe, do you turn a 
brilliant shade of blue? Chartreuse perhaps?  
It’s ok. You are amongst friends, all shades are 
welcome here.  It is, after all, your natural color. 
It looks good on you and if you peek around the 
room you might see a few pigs even brighter 
than you.  Come, shed that pink suit for a while 
and fly with us. 
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It is for freedom that Christ has set us 

free. Stand firm, then, and do not let 

yourself be burdened again by a yoke of 

slavery. 

Galatians 5:1 



 

 

    Then, when the seed tuft was perfectly ripe, God blew. 

THE SEED OF LONGING 
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M 
y husband and I first met at 
a church college group in 
Seattle, Washington. We 
were quickly drawn to a 

handful of people there who deeply yearned to 
relinquish their lives completely to God.   As a 
group, we whole heartedly entered into worship 
and ministry.  I can still remember the passion, 
the shier delight and a room exploding with 
praise where you could almost taste the mist of 
the very presence of God. We savored sweet 
fellowship with talk full of restless hunger for our 
LORD and for His Word.  We traded hopes, 
dreams and possibilities.  We were like a close 
knit family. We cared deeply for one another. We 
laughed, cried and labored in prayer for each 
other.  We were one body filled with one united 
purpose. It was so awesome! 

  

 But then, one by one we got jobs, got 
married, and moved on. We celebrated the New 
Year all together in one place. But by the 
following year, there was no one left and my 
heart cried out for the fellowship we had once 
known. I felt disillusioned and confused. What a 
tragedy.  I started to question God, “What was 
the point of bringing us all together just to blow 
us apart?  And not just a little apart. We’ve been 
blown all across the country from coast to coast 
and border to border, with a few points in 
between.  Why?” 

  

 My husband and I married and moved out 
of town that year.  We started attending a small 

church that we soon discovered was full of 
conflict and discord.  The dissonance was like 
fingernails on a blackboard and our hearts 
learned to cringe at the sound of empty praise 
and passionless prayers. It didn’t take long before 
we found ourselves feeling as if we were on the 
outside looking in.  We spent our nights alone 
sharing our confusion and disappointments. 
What a sad contrast from the fellowship we had 
known.  Our hearts ached as we wrestled, 
grieving the loss. 

 

 We kept praying and asking God what we 
could do to affect change.  How could we bring 
vision and hope or a breath of life to this church?  
How could we explain that there is so much more 
than this conflict? There is sweet fellowship to be 
had and worship that fills your soul to 
overflowing. The deep longing for what we tasted 
before kept us digging, searching and struggling 
to bring out something sweeter, something more.  
We would not, and could not be satisfied with 
less.  

  

 It’s been over 25 years since our college 
group days.  There have been few and fleeting 
times that we have savored the same sweet 
fellowship.  Sometimes we have been brushed 
aside as fanatics or even heretics, because we 
could not let go of the knowledge that Jesus died 
for so much more! So much more passion!  So 
much more life! So much more praise and 
worship, fellowship and joy! We have made a 
life’s work out of planting seeds of longing for the 
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We were like a close knit family. We 

cared deeply for one another. We 

laughed, cried and labored in 

prayer for each other. 
We have made a life’s work out of 

planting seeds of longing for the 

“more” in life. 
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“more” in life. What else could we do?  I have 
come to believe this was God’s intent all along. 

  

 You see, our college group was like a 
dandelion.  Years ago the flower grew and we all 
rejoiced as we received the warmth and nourishing 
rays of the Son.  The flower was amazingly 
beautiful, and as that flower matured, it developed 
into seeds full of the knowledge of what the body 
of Christ could be like. Then, when the seed tuft 
was perfectly ripe, God blew.  Seeds shot out from 
the stem and whirled about, scooped up by the 
fragrant breeze.  Each seed drifted apart and 
floated from one end of the country to the other, 
until they landed where God ordained.  Though 
tattered and weary from the journey, there was a 
burning inside. Each seed was a hardy, tenacious 
weed.  The root shot down into the earth 
expressing itself as a deep, deep longing, a fire, 
and passion for more.  Dissatisfaction became the 
universal cry. Everywhere God blew, the seeds of 
longing were planted and the passion for “more” 
continues to grow. 

  

 I love to grow perennials.  I love a garden 
full of flowers, especially when I don’t have to 
replant them year after year.  Some perennials are 
hard to master, taking a lot of work just to keep 
them going.  Others take off with a vigor that soon 
has me remembering: a weed is any plant that is 
growing where you don’t want it to grow.  Though 
it is cultivated in some areas, the dandelion is a 
perennial that is often disliked for the mess it 
makes of lawns and gardens.  It grows with a will 
that is hard to match.  On the flip side though, it is 
often the one edible plant left growing after the 
ravages of fire or the stripping of war.  The deep 
tap root makes it hardy enough to survive just 
about anything.  And survive it will.  In the same 
way, God’s dandelions send their roots down 
wherever He desires tenacious passion to spread 
and flourish. It is a seed of discontentment with 
less and a seed full of a deep, deep longing for so 
much more. 

THE SEED OF LONGING 

 

Continued... 

Each seed drifted apart and 

floated from one end of the 

country to the other, until they 

landed where God ordained. 

Everywhere God blew, the seeds 

of longing were planted and the 

passion for “more” continues to 

grow. 



It is an amazing truth to consider:  God delights in me.  He delights in me 

beyond what I can possibly understand.  He loves to see me smile; He loves to 

hear my laugh.   

THE CINNAMON ROLL STORY 

IT’S A GOD THING 

 

 

I 
t’s hard to imagine an all-

powerful, all knowing God 

who would take the time to 

care about the smallest details 

of our lives.  It's easy to understand a God 

who is interested in the cosmic order of the 

universe, or even a God who is interested in 

the life and general well-being of the people 

on this planet.  I've always known that God 

cares about the important things, after all 

they're important.  I assumed that the little 

things we consider unimportant were also 

unimportant to Him.  I was wrong. 

It wasn't until recently that I began to 

learn how much He cares about everything in 

our lives.  I didn't realize how extraordinarily 

interested He is in the tiniest, most 

insignificant details of my life.  I never 

considered that He might care about how 

happy I was.  I always thought He was more 

concerned about how good I was.  Don't get 

me wrong, it grieves His heart greatly to see 

His children turn away from His Word.  He 

has given us His commandments to teach us 

how to live in love and in unity with ourselves 

and with those around us.  It grieves Him to 

see us walk away from His love into 
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something that will hurt ourselves and those around 

us.  But I always thought that was it.  The important 

things right?  I never realized how much our 

heavenly Father enjoys watching His children delight 

in the gifts He gives them.  It still blows me away 

whenever I remember how much He delights in me.  

He loves to watch His children smile and enjoy His 

gifts.  When we lift our arms and speak words of 

praise and thanksgiving it is one of the sweetest 

sounds in the world to God.  He loves to hear us 

laugh and to see His children come alive with the Joy 

in their hearts. 

  

It's like that warm feeling you get when you 

give a gift to someone and they honestly and 

joyously appreciate it.  It's so awesome when you 

see their eyes light up in excitement over what you 

did for them.  I love the look of gratitude I get from 

people when I help them.  I love knowing that I did 

something for them that was of value.  Why do we 

think that God is any different?  We're made in his 

image; everything that is good in me is a reflection of 

God.  God goes out of his way to delight in us.  It is 

amazing to see how much He not only loves us, but 

loves to delight in us.  Sometimes, He chooses the 

smallest ways to show His love for us.  Not only does 

He care about the grand things in life, but also the 

small things, the things that I never thought 

important.  Anything I love, any desire that I have is 

important to God, no matter how small.  It’s 

important to Him because it is mine. 

  

Awhile back when God was first teaching me 

about all this, He kept showing interest and care for 

the most ridiculous things, the things I would never 

have asked him to take interest in.  During this time I 

was talking with a friend from work, whom I'm going 

to call John, telling him about the things God had 

been teaching me.  He told me a story of how God 

was teaching him the same thing.  The story is such a 

beautiful example of what God had been teaching 

both us.  I love the story and I've repeated it so many 

times now that I've taken to calling it ‘The Cinnamon 
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Continued... 

It still blows me away whenever I 

remember how much  He delights in 

me. He loves to watch His children 

smile and enjoy His gifts. 

It’s like that warm feeling you get 

when you give a gift to someone 

and they honestly and joyously 

appreciate it. It’s so awesome when 

you see their eyes light up in 

excitement over what you did for 

them. 

Why do we think that God 

is any different? 



Roll Story’. 

  

Earlier, the week before, John had a 

random hankering for a cinnamon roll.  He really 

wanted a cinnamon roll.  Do you know that 

feeling?  When you can almost taste the chewy 

goodness that melts in your mouth and your 

imagination taunts you with hints of the buttery 

smell of the cinnamon?  He asked his mom to get 

him one while she was shopping, but she forgot.  

He was very disappointed.  But they were, after 

all, only cinnamon rolls and as wonderful as 

cinnamon rolls are, they are only so important.  

So he pushed his disappointment aside and 

continued on with his life. With his hankering for 

cinnamon rolls still lingering, but forgotten for a 

while.   

  

That weekend during a gathering at work, 

someone brought a whole box of donuts.  John 

was very excited to see the donuts, he hadn't had 

a lot for breakfast that morning and was hungry.  

I'll never forget the look on his face when he 

opened the box.  There in the middle of the box 

staring back at him was a giant cinnamon roll.   

  

I didn't know at the time that he was 

yearning for a cinnamon roll, but I could tell he 

was excited about it.  His whole face lit up and his 

eyes got really big in delight of the joyous 

surprise.  Between his grin and his bouncy step, 

he looked like he was about ready to start 

jumping up and down in excitement. Which, 

knowing John, is probably not far from the truth.  

He savored every bite of the cinnamon roll.  It 

was a good cinnamon roll.  But it was just a 

cinnamon roll, and after his excitement and 

happiness at having finally gotten a cinnamon 

roll, he didn't really think much about it.  I mean 

how much importance does a cinnamon roll 

have? But later on, as he was driving home, God 

nudged him. 

  

“So John, how'd you like that cinnamon 

roll?” John heard the smile in God's voice and his 

eyes lit up in realization. 

 

He gasped, “That was from you? Really?” 

 

John felt God's smile widen. “Yep, I knew 

you'd been wanting one. How'd you like it?” 

  

John was lost for words. He started 

laughing and his eyes were shining with joy.   

“You did that for me? You... really... honestly? 

Uh, a cinnamon roll?  For... really?  God... 

Hehehe... really?  A cinnamon roll?”   

  

For a moment, John lost himself in 

wonder and laughter, the only thing that kept 

him from dancing for joy was that he was still 

driving his car. Finally, he found his voice again. 

Still laughing and grinning madly he replied 

joyously. “It was awesome!” 

  

Every time I hear that story, I want to 

dance for joy the same way John was dancing and 

jumping for joy when he first told it to me. I love 
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aPsalms  37:4   4Delight yourself in the LORD and he will give you the desires of your heart.  

bJames 1:17   17Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of the heavenly lights, 

who does not change like shifting shadows.  

cPsalms 147:11  11the LORD delights in those who fear him, who put their hope in his unfailing love.  

THE CINNAMON ROLL STORY 

 

Continued... 

the way The Cinnamon Roll story reminds me 

of how much God cares about the strangest 

things in our lives. But it is only one example 

of how time and time again God has chosen 

to show how deeply he cares about us. If God 

cares about the fact that John really wanted a 

cinnamon roll; then what does that say about 

how much God loves me? How much He 

delights in me? How much he delights in all of 

us? 

 It is an amazing truth to consider:  

God delights in me.  He delights in me beyond 

what I can possibly understand.  He loves to 

see me smile; He loves to hear my laugh.  He 

loves to give good gifts, as many as we can 

receive.  He doesn't want to hurt us, and He 

will never give more than we can take without 

causing us harm.  He does not spoil us.  We 

must never receive things with a greedy 

heart, because then He cannot give us the 

things He wants to bless us with.  He will not 

teach us to be greedy, nor will He encourage a 

greedy heart.  But He will heap blessing upon 

blessing on all who trust Him and delight to 

do His will.      

 Psalms 37:4a; James 1:17b; Psalms 147:11c 

I love the way The Cinnamon Roll 

story reminds me of how much 

God cares about the strangest 

things in our lives.  
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Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only 
what is helpful for building others up according to their needs, that it 

may benefit those who listen. Ephesians 4:29 

WORDS OF AFFIRMATION 
NATI VRANIC 
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CRY OF MY HEART 

 

 

Photograph by Nati Vranic 



G 
od has been teaching me a lot lately 
about the tremendous power of words 
both the things that are said and left 
unsaid. I never realized the power 

words have to hurt and to heal. Even when I began 
to understand, I didn't know what to do about it. 
 
 I dislike compliments. Sure, sometimes 
they're kind of nice to get. It's nice to know that 
people notice you, and compliments do sort of 
come with a warm fuzzy feeling. But in all honesty, 
I really don't like them, which in our society seems 
weird and sometimes confusing.  It has taken me a 
very long time to figure out why I never liked 
compliments and in the process God has revealed a 
couple of very interesting things about myself and 
compliments in general. 

  
 Words of affirmation are important to me. 
I like to be verbally affirmed. It is a part of who I 
am. Words of affirmation are one of the most 
powerful ways for people to express love and 
affection to me. It seems strange for me to say on 
one side that I hate compliments and on the 
other side to say I love to receive affirming words. 
For the longest time I felt that I must be crazy, or 
at the very least extremely confused. I craved 
verbal affirmation, and shunned compliments. 
What was wrong with me? 
 

  Compliments twist my truth. They sound 
pretty, and sound like they should mean 
something, but they don't say anything of value. 
When someone walks up to me and tells me I 
have gorgeous hair or pretty eyes I feel obligated 
to thank them. They think they're doing me a 
favor, but I walk away empty inside. I got into the 
habit of wearing run down ill-fitted clothes and 
refusing to wear my hair in any sort of pretty 
fashion, just to avoid the compliments. 
 
  When people give me a compliment, 
they're pretending to give something of value. 
But things are not valuable unless they cost 
something to give. Most compliments are throw-
away words, social pleasantries. They’re cheap 
and ultimately meaningless. They don't cost the 
giver anything. They don't say anything about 
how the person feels about me. Instead they are 
empty words about me or my appearance. 
 
"Your hair is so long!" 
"You have very pretty eyes, they're so blue." 
 
  Even when people say "I love your hair!" it 
is just as meaningless. Love is an empty word 
these days, people love their shoes. These 
compliments don't say anything of value about 
the person. That is what is missing. Our society 
throws compliments around willy-nilly, and yet 
how many people do you know, including 
yourself, that struggle with feeling like they're 
not good enough, not smart enough, not strong 
enough, not pretty enough? When I hear 
compliments, I laugh them off, I think to myself 
"those people don't know me, if those people 
only knew...". Words have so much power! And 
yet we live in a world of empty words! This 
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It seems strange for me to say on 

one side that I hate compliments and 

on the other side to say I love to 

receive affirming words. 

WORDS OF AFFIRMATION 

 

 



should not be so. The emptiness of compliments 
is sucking the life out of people, and very few 
people notice. 
 
See if you can hear a difference. 
 
"I like the way your eyes look, the blue in them 
reminds me of the sky." 
"I like your hair." 
 
  When you say to someone, "your hair is so 
pretty" you're making a judgment about them. 
Sure, it sounds harmless enough to say. But you 
are labeling them and it is just as hurtful to label 
someone pretty as it is to call them ugly. Our 
society says its fine, but think about it, who are 
we to tell someone whether they are pretty or 
not? Listen to the other compliment, "I like your 
hair." doesn't that sound different? Instead of 
saying something about them, you're saying 
something about yourself. I like your hair. It's 
easier to label someone else than to reveal 
something about yourself. 

 
  Saying that someone is pretty doesn't cost 
anything. When we choose to expose our 
appreciation or affection we become vulnerable 
and it is a terrifying prospect. But in that 
vulnerability we have so much power. When 
people see that we are willing to sacrifice some of 
our own safety in order to give them a 
compliment, then our words have meaning.  We 
are no longer spewing empty air.  We’re saying 
something of value.  People desperately want to 
hear that we honestly appreciate something about 
them. They feel affirmed by our words. It can be 
hard to accept a compliment because we have to 
put ourselves in a vulnerable position in order to 
accept it.  If the person who is giving compliments 

isn't in a vulnerable position, why would I put 
myself in a vulnerable position to receive it? 
 
  Words have power. We live in a world 
dying to know that people love us and notice us. 
We are starving for people to show us love, and 
we are tired of people offering empty words that 
sound so close to the words we want to hear, but 
aren't. I'm learning to watch what I say, and what I 
don't say. It is so easy to take advantage of the 
people around me and never tell them how much 
I appreciate them. But when I don’t choose to be 
vulnerable and tell people I honestly appreciate 
them, I am missing a valuable opportunity. People 
are in desperate need of affirmation, real 
affirmation, and sometimes the reason they don’t 
receive it, is because I’m scared.  

 

  Before I end this article there is one last 
comment I would like to make.  Complimenting 
someone on their appearance is a nice way to 
show people that you care about them and to 
affirm them for who they are.  But what is equally 
important, if not more so, are words like, "I love it 
when you offer to help me", "I really appreciate 
you doing that for me", or "thank you for being 
willing to show so much understanding in this 
situation". Even in simply writing these out I can 
feel the difference in the effect they have. It’s so 
much different than saying things like, "you're such 
a good helper", "you're always so kind", or "you're 
a really understanding person". Those last sorts of 
compliment are terrible. They leave me feeling 
guilty for not being thankful for the compliment, 
and burdened because now I feel like I have to live 
up to their expectations.   
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Words have power. 



 

“God finds it hard to give, because He would give the best, 
and man will not take it.”  George MacDonald 

COUCH THINKING 

TOOLS FROM THE TRENCHES 

 

 

W 
hen I first started to turn my 
life towards Jesus, it all felt so 
out of reach. I looked at 
Christianity through a store 

front window. I longed to go inside and 
somehow belong, but I could not get past the 
sense that I was different.  Like a scrawny little 
street urchin pasting her face to the donut 
shop window, her stomach twisting up with 
gnawing hunger that can not be satisfied, 
lured by the sweet cinnamon smells wafting 
around her, my broken heart longed for a 
taste of hope. Everything in me ached for a 
way to receive God’s grace, love and promises 
but somehow they never seemed to apply to 
me.  

 
The trouble was I didn’t see myself as a 

person.  I saw myself more as some an 
object, like a couch.  I call it “Couch 
Thinking” and I assure you it comes from 
rigorous training.  If for any length of time 
you are treated like a couch, you start 
thinking like one.  And if you think of 
yourself as a “thing” instead of a person, you 
can apply God’s compassion, grace and 
promises to anyone… but you.  A couch, you 
see, has no access to God.  It cannot be 
forgiven, changed into the likeness of Christ 
or set free.  It has no opinions, no choice, 
and no voice.  A couch is just shoved around. 
It has no control over where it will be 

RUTH ANN LEA 
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placed. It is beaten when it is dirty and thrown 
away when it is worn out. Most of the time, a 
couch is simply unnoticed and disregarded.  It can 
not feel hope, peace, or joy. 

 
Perhaps you do not relate to a couch, I have 

known some who feel like taffy that is being pulled in 
many directions; others feel like doormats, vacuum 
cleaners or entertainment systems.  In every case 
though, certain things seem universal.  When you 
think of yourself as an object, there is a different 
answer for you than for everyone else.  You can be 
offended when someone else is treated like you are 
treated, but there is no offense in your heart for 
you.  The advice you would give your own daughter 
does not apply to your circumstance or perhaps 
takes more courage than you are capable of.  Sound 
familiar? 

 

Our walk with Jesus is just that, a walk. 
Sometimes I make such slow progress you might call 
it falling flat in the right direction, but God is never in 
a hurry. Growing up in Him takes time. When I 
started on this road, I had never experienced the 

delight of a father.  That made it seem impossible for 
God to delight in me. But as I started to claim my 
personhood, my life began to change. 

   
One day, I realized I expected God to treat 

me like an object.  I cringed in self-protection 
whenever He drew near.  I was afraid of God 
because I expected Him to treat me like I was used 
to being treated.  As that realization dawned, I 
started to see a way out for me. I had a 
choice!  Either I could believe God when He says 
that I am the apple of His eye (Zechariah 2:8ba), that 
He delights in me (Psalms 18:19bb), and that I am 
not only a person but a chosen and special person! 
(1 Peter 2:9-10c), or I could believe those who 
treated me like an object.  It was my choice.  But 
what kind of a choice is that really?  Take a moment 
and think about the quality of the people you allow 
to define you.  Are they worthy of the position you 
give them in your life?  Is God less worthy than 
they? 

 
Making the choice to believe God was 

tough.  Fear often got in the way. Much like that 
little street urchin, I fled in terror when God tried 
to draw near. But God continued His patient 
entreaty and slowly I risked believing He was 
telling the truth about me. When I let His delight in 
me pour over my broken and hungry heart, well… I 
can only say, “Nothing will ever be the same again, 
life is finally worth living!”  

aZechariah 2:8b  8b“…—for whoever touches you touches the apple of his eye—”  

bPsalms 18:19b   19b...he rescued me because he delighted in me.  

c 1 Peter 2:9-10   9But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God, that you may de-

clare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. 10Once you were not a people, but now you are 

the people of God; once you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy.   
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When I started on this road, I had 

never experienced the delight of a 

father. That made it seem 

impossible for God to delight in me. 



 

THE DARKNESS OF FAITH Photograph by Rolve  

NATI VRANIC 

God knows our limitations and He will never ask us to do  

something we cannot do. 
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D 
arkness swirls in the wind around her, 
pulling at her clothes and threatening 
to trip her over the edge into the 
depths below. She can feel the edge of 

the cliff beneath her feet. The rocks, jarred loose 
by her approach, are still tumbling down, echoing 
as they fall. The wind howls around her, shrieking 
and wailing as she stands shivering, straining her 
eyes to see through the darkness. Desperately 
trying to see the face of the One who is calling her. 
 

“Come.” 
 
Through the darkness and the howling 

wind, the soft voice full of strength and peace calls 
to her. She almost steps out, almost forgetting 
caution in a joyful attempt to follow that voice, but 
stops. Her heart races at the idea of what might 
have happened. How far would I have fallen before 
I hit bottom? Surely He cannot want me to follow 
Him off the edge of this cliff, can He? Surely that 
would be my death? She aches to follow Him, but 
how can she? Oh God, build me a bridge, please, I 
want to follow you. Please help me! At least send a 
light or a sign or something, show me what I am 
supposed to do. Silence, broken only by the howl 
of the wind, echoed around her.  

 
Tears slip from her eyes and trickle down 

her face. Have I come this far only to be forsaken? I 
cannot cross this gorge. Must I go back now? After 
everything I have gone through? The darkness 
presses in around her, pushing her away from the 
edge. She shrinks back, disappointment haunting 
her soul. How could He leave me like this? What 
have I done wrong? Didn’t I leave everything to 
follow you God? Why would you leave me here like 
this?  

 Surrounded by cold and fear the warm 
thoughts of home pull at her heart. She aches to 
be safe again, safe from the piercing wind and the 
blinding darkness. Maybe she should just go home, 
and leave this all behind. 

 

She turns to go, but something holds her 
back. How can I live like I used to after hearing 
His voice? I can’t go back to who I was. I can’t 
just leave Him. I don’t want to, I want to follow 
Him. But I can’t. She can feel the edge of the cliff 
cut into her foot. Far below, she faintly hears the 
falling stones finally hit bottom. 

 
Raising her hands above her head, she calls 

out into the darkness. “God, where are you! 
Why have You forsaken me!”  Then almost in a 
whisper, “I thought I could trust You…”  Tears, 
lashed by the wind, bite into her cheeks.  

 
Have you ever been there? When you used 

to hear God's voice so clearly? When everything 
made sense and was wonderful and easy? Then 
all of a sudden things change and you’re 
surrounded by darkness and doubt. “What did I 
do wrong? Why did He leave me? Where do I go 
now?”  You thought you knew God. You thought 
you could trust Him back when you could hear 
Him so clearly, but now you’re not so sure. He 
called you to do something you couldn’t do, and 
now you have nothing left but to turn back, 
maybe to wait until He builds a bridge, or shows 
you another way. You want to trust God. You 
want to have faith. But, how can you have faith 
in someone that you’re not sure you trust? And 
how can you trust someone who you have no 
faith in? It’s not that you don’t want to trust Him. 
You just don’t know how. You don’t even know 
what you’re supposed to trust Him to do, or 
what trusting Him would even look like. Have 
you ever been there? Trying to trust, trying to 
have faith but surrounded by darkness? I have. 
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You thought you could trust Him 

back when you could hear Him so 

clearly, but now you’re not so sure. 



THE DARKNESS OF FAITH 

 

Continued... 

So, what do we do when we step out in 
faith and instead of falling into His arms, the 
winds of darkness surround us? How do we have 
faith when we trusted Him to take care of us, and 
still we do not see Him? How do we have faith 
when we’re not even sure we trust God? Can we 
have faith and doubt at the same time? Must we 
wait to have our doubts cleared away before we 
can have perfect faith? What a discouraging 
thought! Must I be perfect before I can trust 
God? Must I trust before I can have faith? What 
does it even mean to have faith? What is it that 
God really requires of us?  

 
Standing there, surrounded by darkness, 

she battles within herself. It is impossible to go any 
further. As much as she wants to follow the voice 
calling her name, it is clear she cannot. What did 
He want her to do? Jump off? Fly? He had only 
recently taught her how to walk. What more did he 
expect of her? She sighs, tears coming to her eyes 
again. The only logical option is to turn back. No 
one will blame her for turning back. She blinks 
away the tears,  

 
“There really is nothing more I can do…”   
 
Heart aching and shoulders stooped in 

defeat she turns to leave. She is shivering in the 

wind the warm thoughts of the life she had left 

behind call to her. She aches to be able to see 

again, to live once more surrounded by familiar 

sights, and to no longer have to face the swirling 

darkness. Oh to be home again, where everything 

makes sense, but could she leave Him behind? 

Even for her safety? Do I really have a choice? 

Torn she hesitates, and then with a sigh she starts 

to leave. 

 

“NO!”  Fiercely she turns around back to 
the cliff. Fists clench as she shouts to the sky, “I 
WILL NOT LEAVE!!! I must not. There is nothing 
left to live for back home, not anymore. There is 
nothing left to live for at all if He brought me here 
only to leave me. There must be more than this.”  
Oh God! What do I do? 

 
“Come.” 
 
Reading through the Bible I've never seen 

God demand that we trust Him. He is often 
grieved by our lack of faith and lack of obedience 
but not our lack of trust. Trust is earned. The 
world has treated us harshly and our trust has 
been broken time and time again. Why should 
we blindly give our trust once more? Why would 
God be any different? But God knows us better 
than we know ourselves and He knows we 
cannot trust Him all at once. Faith is not the 
same thing as trust. We can still have faith in God 
even when we are struggling to trust Him. We do 
not have to believe He will save us; we do not 
even have to believe we are doing the right 
thing. All God asks of us is to do what He says. 
We gain trust through obedience (John 7:17a). 
Obedience is an act of faith.  

 
God knows our limitations and He will 

never ask us to do something we cannot do. But, 
He also knows what we can do, and He will ask us 
to give our all. When the rich young man came to 
Jesus and asked Him how he might have eternal 
life,  Jesus doesn't tell him that he must believe 
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Jesus to be the Christ, or to believe that Jesus can 
save him if he simply calls on His name. Instead, 
Jesus tells him to sell all of his things, give the 
money to the poor and to come follow Him 
(Matthew 19:16-22b). This is Jesus’ call to us, and 
God’s call on our lives, that we give up everything 
and come follow Him. Can you believe God? Can 
you trust Him? Do you believe you can give up 
everything and follow Him? Do you believe you can 
say to that mountain, “move” (Matthew 17:20c) or 
“be cast into the sea” and it will be so? I don’t know 
about anyone else, but I know I have a really hard 
time believing I can do any of that. I’m pretty sure 
God can, but me? I struggle to believe that I have 
enough faith or enough trust in God to pull off that 
sort of stuff. Quite often, all I feel like I can be is 
mediocre.  

 
But how much faith do I have to have? How 

much does God expect of me? When God calls us 
to follow Him, is He expecting me to be flawless in 
my beliefs in Him? No. All God asks of us is that 
we follow Him, one step at a time. Can we follow 
Him? Even if we're not sure we believe everything 
He says, can we still take one step? We don’t have 
to be perfect, but can we do one good thing? If we 
can do one good thing, can we do another? If God 
asks us to do something that’s impossible can we 

take one step towards it, even if we know we 
cannot complete the task? If God tells us to fly can 
we not at least jump? When Jesus healed the 
lame man what did He say? “Get up, pick up your 
mat and go home” (Mark 2:11d). Jesus was willing 
to heal the man, but it was up to him to get up. 
God will give us the strength to do the impossible, 
but it’s up to us to try. 

 

 Suddenly she stands up very tall and very still, 
her eyes focused ahead where the voice was calling 
from. Her thoughts battle against her. You’ll die! You 
cannot follow Him! It’s a cliff! 

 
It doesn’t matter. I must follow Him. 
 
But you’ll die! 
 
It doesn’t matter! He called me. I will follow. 
 
Staring ahead, her face is pale with fear but 

her eyes are shining as she steps forward through the 
darkness, into the Light.  

aJohn 7:17   17If anyone chooses to do God's will, he will find out whether my teaching comes from God or whether I speak on my 

own.  

bMatthew 19:16-22  16Now a man came up to Jesus and asked, "Teacher, what good thing must I do to get eternal life?" 17"Why 
do you ask me about what is good?" Jesus replied. "There is only One who is good. If you want to enter life, obey the command-
ments.” 18"Which ones?" the man inquired. Jesus replied, " 'Do not murder, do not commit adultery, do not steal, do not give 
false testimony, 19honor your father and mother,' and 'love your neighbor as yourself.’ " 20"All these I have kept," the young man 
said. "What do I still lack?"21Jesus answered, "If you want to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to the poor, and you 
will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me." 22When the young man heard this, he went away sad, because he had 
great wealth.   

cMatthew 17:20   20He replied, "Because you have so little faith. I tell you the truth, if you have faith as small as a mustard seed, 
you can say to this mountain, 'Move from here to there' and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you."   

dMark 2:11   11"I tell you, get up, take your mat and go home."   
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God will give us the strength to do 

the impossible, but it’s up to us to 

try. 



 

FIND’T DITTERS 

 

 

S 
ome of us remember a popular story 
told by Archie Campbell years ago called 
“Rindercella” (Cinderella) .  In His story, 
the Prandsom Hince (handsome prince) 

tried to put the slass glipper (glass slipper) on all 
the maidens in the kingdom, including 
Rindercella’s two sad blisters, but it fidn’t dit.  
Later, when He tried the slass glipper on 
Rindercella, it fid dit.  Sometimes, I relate more 

to the other maidens in the kingdom. No matter 
how much they wanted to be received, 
welcomed and accepted, they couldn’t make 
that slass glipper fit.  This space is dedicated to 
all who turn themselves into a pretzel (or 
pumpkin!) to fit.  Our hearts ache too!  But, we 
have a Prince who searched the country side to 
welcome the fidn’t ditters!   

Photograph by Glamhag under Creative Commons license 
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ODE TO THE REV. MRS. 
 

CAROL A. BROWN 

 
  

Wake up, get it going.  It’s a brand New Day! 

Here’s your dress; there’s your shoes. 

Cereal’s ready. 

Comb your hair.  Got your books? 

Don’t forget to buy a ticket. 

Dress the other.  Here.  Have a vitamin. 

Write that letter to Mother. 

Do the bills and send them off. 

Must do something about this awful cough. 

Get your list.  Do your errands. 

Fix some lunch. 

Wash the windows; mop the floor. 

Practice your piano. 

Sing in choir; greet the public. 

Wear your wig for your reputation’s sake. 

Cook the apples and fix the tomatoes. 

Plan that party later in December. 

Children gaily screaming . . . school’s out! 

Meat’s frozen—what’s for supper? 

Seven o’clock commerce meets in chamber. 

Do your duty. 

Blessings on the Chamber. 
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FIND’T DITTERS 

 

 



Pax vobiscum.  Ad infinitum, ad nauseum, Amen. 

All is well.  But did they hear?  Are they even aware? 

Fanny is sick at heart and Ralph is simply sick. 

John called.  Don’t forget to call him back. 

Open house at school tomorrow. 

Substitute to make a dollar. 

Fix the car and take the kids to the doctor. 

Make the beds and wash the clothes. 

On and on it goes.   

Make a dress.    Wipe a nose. 

Fix the broken chair. 

And if you have the time, cut your husband’s hair. 

Lose 5 lbs.  Attend the PTA. 

Visit with your neighbour at the funeral parlour. 

Prepare for Holiday Cheer.  Ha! 

Who needs it!  I’m too busy. 

What does Almighty God know about it anyway? 

He just has a universe to run! 

Pot boiled over and the oven’s broke. 

Come on; don’t get shaky. 

Uncross your eyes. 

Straighten out your toes. 

You can do it.  Everyone knows. 

After all — you’re the Rev. Mrs.! 
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LOOKING INTO CHICAGO 

GRIEVING THE HEART OF GOD 

 

 

I 
 am overwhelmed and grieved. I didn't 
use these eyes that God gave me and I 
feel like I've missed a huge 
opportunity, a chance to make a 

difference.  I long to touch people with a 
gentle, kind compassion. I want to see people 
like Jesus sees them and then respond to 
what I see. Sometimes I forget to look, but 
what grieves my heart today is that I looked, 
but I didn't do anything about what I saw. I 
was in Chicago, and this is what I saw: 
 

I saw more people holding signs 
asking for help, a hand, money, work or 

food than I have ever seen in Chicago 
before.   

 

I saw the gap between the rich and 
the poor getting wider. I do not think the 
rich are getting richer. I think the poor are 
getting poorer. 

 

I saw a weary, old man in ragged 
clothing holding a tattered, empty cup 
that was obviously intended to receive 
another’s compassionate response to its 
emptiness. He caught my eye because he 
looked at no one and never moved.  He 
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Observations from Outside the Gate. 

RUTH ANN LEA 
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simply stood there frozen in gaze and position. 
He was crouched slightly and looked 
uncomfortable yet when I passed him again 
several hours later he still had not moved and 
his cup was still empty.   

 

I saw a boy, maybe seven or eight years old 
playing the violin with amazing skill. 
Complicated passages were executed 
beautifully yet the music languished 
passionless and cold.  His hollow, empty eyes 
stared at nothing in particular and I could not 
help but wonder who he collected money 
for.  He was clearly not playing for fun.  I 
wondered what he would be doing on this 
beautiful Sunday morning if he had the choice. 
Something tells me, he would not have been 
standing on a street corner in downtown 
Chicago begging for money from his present 
audience of unimpressed passers-by. 

 

I saw these shattered, broken people 
holding signs, cups and violins going virtually 
unnoticed by the jostling crowds.  No one 
offered the simple gift of kindness, eye contact 
or a sympathetic smile. Droves of people 
passed by, ears wired with iPods, phones 
ringing and beeping; blindly we strolled by 
while eating hot dogs or sipping four dollar 
frappuccinos from the coffee shop down the 
street. We all turned our faces away as we 
passed unaffected by the humiliation, 
desperation and vulnerability of their 
circumstance. 

 
 
 I keep wanting to rewind the tape and 
punch replay.  Like in the music video by 
Brandon Heath, “Give me Your Eyes,” I wish I 

could redeem that day in Chicago. I have been 
thinking about it ever since.  What intimidated 
me into inaction?  What would I do differently if I 
could replay the tape?   

 
 What about the little boy?  If he was being 
pressed to play his violin for money… perhaps I 
could have given him something that no one else 
would enjoy but a small child of seven, maybe 
one of those small balsam wood airplanes with 
the windup propellers or a tiny spinning 
top.  Perhaps if I put some money in the case, he 
would be allowed to keep the toy.  It would have 
been worth a try to see if I could find a smile 
underneath that somber face. Surely every child 
needs to be delighted in. 
 
 And what of the frozen man?  I wish I had 
tried to talk to him.  If he was unreachable, 
perhaps I could have asked the police walking 
the beat what they knew about him.  I keep 
wondering if he needed medical attention or if 
he spent his days frozen there on the street.  He 
must eat and drink sometime.  There was a hot 
dog stand close by… maybe I could have brought 
one to him along with some cool water to wash 
it down.   
 
 For the others holding signs I wish I had 
some gift certificates from a fast food 
restaurant nearby. Perhaps then I could have 
gotten close enough to say something kind and 
ask them about their lives while staving off 
hunger for at least another meal or 
two.  Anything I could do seems like a drop in 
the bucket and yet, a bucket is filled one drop 
at a time.   
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MISHAPS OF THE MARGINALIZED 

 

Continued... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5AkNqLuVgY


 

“There is no such thing as a ruined pot!” 

DIFFERENT, NOT RUINED 
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A 
 chronic disease, or any major life 
change, over which you have no 
control, brings with it an identity 
crisis.  These kinds of life 

changing events are devastating.  When the body 
no longer looks and operates as it did, and you are 
no longer able to be what you were before—who 
then are you?  What purpose do you have?  What 
value? 

 

Although I always had a sense of myself as 
an individual, I still tended to define myself by what 
I did, at least to other people.  Like any propaganda, 
if you say it enough you come to believe it.  It is a 
common ailment.  A lie is still a lie—I am not 
defined by my job; my value does not depend on 
what I produce or contribute.  My contribution or 
function is not my purpose for being.  I have an 
intrinsic value, given to me by God and my identity 
is derived from being His child.  That truth easily 
becomes buried under the societal onslaught.  For 
some time after the diagnosis, I did not recognise 
this dissonance within me.  I had always been able 
to produce.  

 

 As I contemplated my life, I saw that I developed 
on two parallel tracks: my relationship with the 

Lord on one track, and as a functioning member of 
society on the other.  Society’s criteria of worth and 
value seeped into my relationship with the Lord, 
and my relationship with the Lord affected my work 
life by influencing the kind of work I chose, and the 
manner in which I related to people.  This idea of 
value being connected to production was very 
strong, but it did not come from the Lord, it came 
from family experiences and the society in which I 
grew up.  My family has always worked hard.  We 
had to, but we managed somehow to maintain a 
joy of life, so I never realised there was any 
dissonance between the Lord’s value system and 
society’s.  A major intersection of the two came 
with my diagnosis of M.S. 

  

Disease tends to shrink life, lopping off huge 
chucks of it like an amateur hair stylist. Looking in 
the mirror, the final product is nothing like the 
debonair model in the magazine! Other times I 
realise the disease just keeps chipping away and 
chipping away insidiously.  Life looks nothing like 
what I had worked so hard to attain, hoped and 
planned for it to be.  

  

DIFFERENT, NOT RUINED 
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I have an intrinsic value, given to 

me by God and my identity is 

derived from being His child. 

That truth easily becomes buried 

under the societal onslaught. 

Disease tends to shrink life, lopping 

off huge chucks of it like an amateur 

hair stylist. Looking in the mirror, 

the final product is nothing like the 

debonair model in the magazine! 



My vision was affected in the attack. My 
ability to read is very limited—for a teacher that is 
the end of a career.  My once svelte body is, well, 
not!  Even if the eye problem were to heal, as these 
things sometimes do, my energies are so fickle I 
cannot count on them being there for me on 
demand.  My ability to walk has been impaired—
forget about graceful.  I am thankful that I can walk at 
all!  Everything is a major event.  Little things require 
huge outpourings of energy.  Should I insist that my 
body function even when it says to stop, it rewards 
me with an exhaustion that is excruciating.  It tears at 
my insides and demands that I become horizontal—
NOW!  It was not long before I lost interest in doing 
much of anything.  Little things quickly became too 
much.  That really wreaks havoc on how you see 
yourself when you have always carried responsibility 
and your name was synonymous with 
conscientiousness.   

  

 When the diagnosis was given, there was a 
sense of relief, of vindication — “See!  I was 
right.  Something was wrong.”  I understand that 
some people can be simply enraged or go straight to 
despair when receiving such a diagnosis.  Life really is 
unfair.  It is not enough that huge chunks of it have 
been stolen, opportunity after opportunity just out of 
reach—but now; there is a finality that I will never be 
able to grasp that golden ring.  Even if I caught it, I 
could not hold on for long.  Physically speaking, the 
best that I have had is the best it will ever be for 
me.  That was, and continues to be, a very cold, harsh 
reality—but I had to look at it and acknowledge the 
truth of it before I could see what the Lord had for 
me—different from what I had envisioned for myself, 
but nonetheless of value. 

 

I went through a period of questioning the 
Lord.  Is there life after M.S.?  Who am I now?  Is 
there any purpose to my life?  What value is there to 
my life?  I cannot contribute anything!  I am a drain 
on my husband . . . and so on. 

  

Choices again!  Do I choose to believe God 
when He says, “I know the plans I have for you; for 
good and not for evil” Jeremiah 29:11?   The Lord 
helped me make that choice by sending me to the 
potter’s shop to work with a lump of clay.  

  

As a novice potter, I had gone through the 
formation process and created an acceptable vase.  I 
was a novice, just learning.  This particular day the 
lesson was how to cut the clay from the wheel.  I 
adjusted the wire as instructed so that it would slice 
under the pot nicely when I pushed the 
accelerator.  Since I had never done this before I had 
no idea how the machine and the vase would 
interact!  I had no idea of the speed necessary, so, of 
course, the wheel went far too fast.  My pot came 
free, spun out of control, careened off the wheel and 
landed on its head. 

  

With great chagrin, I let out a wail—all my 
beauty, all my effort lying dashed on the floor!  I was 
ready to throw it into the scrap bin thinking it beyond 
repair.  My instructor bounded off her chair, scooped 
it up protectively and said, “No! No! No!  It is not 
ruined.  It will be beautiful!  You will see.  There is no 
such thing as a ruined pot!  It is not ruined; it will be 
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I had to look at it and acknowledge 

the truth of it before I could see 

what the Lord had for me—

different from what I had envisioned 

for myself, but nonetheless of value. 

My pot came free, spun out of 
control, careened off the wheel and 
landed on its head. 



 

different.  You will see.”  She proceeded to push 
it here, pull it there and pinch and tweak.  She 
was right.  It did become a lovely pot, a 
functional pot—not shaped as I had in mind 
originally, but nonetheless a perfectly acceptable 
pot. I learned then that I must not be firmly 
invested in anything I make until it comes out of 
the fire.  Only then will I be able to see what it 
has finally become.  Until a pot has gone through 
the fire, I cannot say what it is until it becomes 
what it is.  I must wait and see. 

  

It was not a big jump for me to see that 
when I work myself free of the Lord, that is when 
I go careening off His wheel.  When I am free, 
when I think I am in control, that is precisely 
when my life spins out of control and I land on 
my head.  I think my life is dashed and ruined 
and I wail and lament.  The loving Father scoops 
me up, dusts me off, pushing here and 
there.  Pinching and tweaking, He transforms 
and redeems my shattered life.  When I am so 
distraught thinking I am not what I was 
“supposed” to be, I cannot hear His words of 
comfort—“You are not ruined, just different.” 

  

 I came to realize there was a lot of me in 
what I thought I was “supposed” to be.  I was not 
there to give God counsel when He formed 
me.  Now that I think about it, I do not know 
how far from His original design I am now.  I 
cannot know for sure what I will be, or how I will 
look until I come out of the fire! 

  

I have learned to control the potter’s 
wheel much better.  And, I am learning to stay 
where He puts me until He moves me and to do 
whatever task He gives me to do to the best of 
my ability—even if it is to sit on a shelf and be a 
pretty pot, whose grace and beauty nurture all 
who see it! 
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DIFFERENT, NOT RUINED 

 

Continued... 

I think my life is dashed and 

ruined and I wail and lament.  The 

loving Father scoops me up, dusts 

me off, pushing here and 

there.  Pinching and tweaking, He 

transforms and redeems my 

shattered life.  

“You are not ruined, just different.” 



My little pots grace my shelf and do not have 
a clue the nurture they give me, the sense of 
satisfaction.  By the same token, I have no clue the 
joy my company gives the Lord as I spend time 
sitting on His shelf. I do at times feel I have been 
banished to the shelf, excluded from life, and have 
very little value.  I am learning to recognize these 
when these feelings come and see them for what 
they are:  Feelings!  They are transient. They have 
no absolute or eternal reality! I am learning to talk 
to myself.  I remind myself that although I may feel 
as though I have been banished, in reality, the Lord 
has scooped me up, pushed and pulled, tweaked 
and pinched.  He has now put me up out of harm’s 
way—where I will not be damaged and He can enjoy 
His work of art. 

  

My early pots do not have the precision of 
the ones I make now, but they sit next to the latest 
production and I value them no less.  I have not 
thrown the lumpiest of pots away.  Nor has the Lord 
thrown me away when, to my eyes, I am lumpy and 
misshapen. The cup without the handle has become 
a pencil holder of distinction—one of a 
kind!  Misshapen has become unique.  ‘Ooops!’ has 
become a signature mark. Ruined has become 
beautiful.   

  

No, I am not ruined.  Chronic disease can 
only ruin me if I take my eyes off my Maker. I am 
different—different than I had hoped and planned 
to be.  Chronic disease can only ruin me if I hold fast 
to the world’s value system. If I listen to and believe 
the lies of the enemy that link value and purpose to 
production and dollar signs.  It can only ruin me if I 
steadfastly insist upon crawling off His wheel, or His 
shelf, and climbing into the scrap bin.  I am different 
than I was, even different from what I thought the 
Lord had in mind for me to be. Like any good potter, 
the Lord takes what life throws into the clay mix and 
works it into a design of beauty that I cannot 
fathom.  It is a struggle to hold on to a sense of 
value and meaning, but that struggle is part of the 
very tension of creation. As it is formed, every pot is 
both pushed from the outside and supported from 
the inside.  

  

Now that I have been removed from the 
societal hustle and bustle for a time, I can 
remember that my goal, the purpose behind all that 
I have ever done, has always been to bless the heart 
of my Father. My function may have changed, the 
way I go about what I do may have changed, but 
value and purpose?  Never! 
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I have no clue the joy my company 

gives the Lord... 

I have not thrown the lumpiest of 

pots away. Nor has the Lord thrown 

me away when, to my eyes, I am 

lumpy and misshapen. 
My function may have changed, the 
way I go about what I do may have 
changed, but value and 
purpose?  Never! 

Like any good potter, the Lord takes 

what life throws into the clay mix 

and works it into a design of beauty 

that I cannot fathom.  



 

MISHAPS OF THE MARGINALIZED 

 

 

OH MY GOSH! 
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Oh, the mistakes we make! 

RUTH ANN LEA 
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O 
h my gosh! It never ends. 
Sometimes I feel like a walking 
gaffe (1: A clumsy social 
blunder). Surely by now I would 

know better.  But no, I keep discovering (breaking!) 
new rules.  Going to church for the first time is not 
like going to other unfamiliar places.  Take a public 
pool for example. There, smattered all over the 
walls, is a list of most everything you need to know 
to swim without offense in a public pool.  But there 
are rules in religious organizations that everyone 
seems to take for granted. They are never explained 
unless they are broken.   

  

I learned a new rule this week. Did you know 
that “Gosh” is a cuss word?  That using it is taking 
the name of the LORD in vain?  Oh my gosh! (oops, 
there, I did it again!)  I’m sure I’ve heard it before, 
but it didn’t register. Sometimes the stark reality of 
my ignorance grieves me to the core. I feel like a 
duck out of water, like a blue flying pig. 

 

 I remember when I became a Christian; my 
father told me it was a huge disadvantage because I 
would have to eliminate half of my vocabulary. 
Don’t laugh too hard. It’s totally true! I have tried to 
improve, I truly have.  There are a few words that 
just don’t leave.  There is the “D” word, The “S” 
word, The “F” word and the “B” word, the list goes 
on and on.  

 

I let my kids help me.  Sins of the mouth in 
my house got a spoonful of hot sauce.  If my kids let 

out something foul then it was hot sauce all the 
way.  But, fair is fair, if I let out something foul, they 
were the ones that grabbed the hot sauce.  It 
worked for us… well for them.  I am quite sure that I 
have downed more than a gallon of hot sauce and I 
still have to chew on my tongue when I hit my 
thumb with the hammer.  These words were my 
mother tongue. It is the language I most 
understand.  I feel at home among them because I 
know what they mean. I understand them way 
better than words like “love”, “sin”, “salvation”, or 
“righteousness”.  Oh, those words mean something 
to me, but they still seem like a foreign language.  
They won’t fly out of my mouth when I hit my 
thumb with a hammer.  And if they did, I’m pretty 
sure that wouldn’t go over too well.  What do you 
say when you hit your thumb with a hammer?  I feel 
frozen and lost sometimes.  I don’t know what to 
say.  I’m not convinced being silent is even healthy, 
at least not for a person of passion.  Help! 

 

I looked up “gosh” in the dictionary, just to 
see what it would say.  It says that it is a euphemism 
for God.  Well, then I had to look up euphemism. Oh 
good grief! (Now I’m paranoid. What does that 
mean?) It said that a euphemism was an inoffensive 
term used to replace an offensive term. What is 
wrong with that?  I feel stymied. What else can I 
do?  I do not understand. I work hard to be gracious 
and respectful. It sucks when my valiant attempts 
only end up breaking more rules.   It can be a very 
trapping feeling.  I wish people could understand 
what a gift of honor it is for me to cry out in my 
pain, “Gosh, dang… that hurt!”   

 I have seen a new trendy name for unappreciated blue flying pigs.  We are 

“the marginalized”. If you weren’t raised in a churched environment or you 

haven’t exactly “fit” there, then it’s hard to pick up on social expectations within 

the group. Oh, the mistakes we make!  Sometimes it is good to laugh at the goofy 

things that happen. You know, the things that set us apart and show that we are 

blue instead of pink. 
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PRAYER 

NATI VRANIC 

Lord, as I sit down to write this I don't really know what to say or pray about.  This 

is the first time I have ever been involved in a magazine and I've never read a prayer in a 

magazine before.  But I've heard You tell me that You want me to write a prayer to put in 

this magazine.  So Lord, here it is.  May Your spirit in me guide my words and heart as I 

pray.  Lord, help me not be conscious of all the people who will be reading this.  Help me 

not to worry about what they think of me or my prayer, I want to pray with honesty and 

truth from my heart and from the Spirit You have given me.  I pray that this prayer 

touches the heart of everyone who reads it.  And I thank You Lord, that You are a God 

who answers prayers and who is intimately involved in everything in our lives and who 

loves us dearly. 

  

Lord, I thank You so much for the gift this magazine will be to people.  And I thank 

You Lord, for giving us the idea of putting this magazine together.  I ask that You guide 

those of us who are in charge of collecting stories and articles for this magazine.  I pray 

that You give us wisdom and strength to find everything we need and the courage to 

speak Your word undiluted and without fear.  Lord, I thank You for the person who is 

reading this right now, I ask Lord, that You will open their hearts and their eyes to You 

love and the beauty around them.  I pray that they are encouraged by the words they 

find here, not just in this prayer but in the whole magazine. 

  

 Lord, I thank You for the love You have for them, and how much You delight in 

them.  May their eyes be open to the wonders of Your works and Your love.  Lord, You 

are so amazing, I love to see Your eyes smile at Your creation.  You love us all so deeply, 

so completely.  It is impossible to understand the fullness of Your love.  I stand in awe at 

Your majesty and beauty, Lord.  I pray that You use me, that You use this magazine to 

spread Your word, and Your love.  I pray that You awaken the cry of our hearts to know 
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You more, that You fill us all with an unquenchable desire to know You more.  I pray that we 

are no longer satisfied with where we are and that we will always remember to seek Your 

face in everything we do.  Lord, we know that You care about every last detail of our lives.  

Teach us to care as well.   

  

Remind us what is truly important, and what isn't.  Teach us to follow You Lord, no 

matter where You will lead us for You are a God we can trust.  Teach us to give our lives to 

You no matter what You ask of us.  Lord, help us remember and know that You only give 

good gifts.  You will never harm us.  I pray that we trust You even when it seems like You are 

leading us into death, or that You are asking us to give things that seem unfair.  Help us 

remember that what we want might not be what we need.  Lord, teach us to trust You.  So 

that no matter what happens, we will know that You are our God, and we are Your people.  

May we keep Your Word ever in our heart and remember the plans You have for us, plans to 

prosper and not to harm, plans to give us hope and a future (Jeremiah 29:11a).   

  

Lord, we thank You, for being our God, and calling us to be Your people.  May we 

Photograph by Charlotte Na 
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continually lay our lives down to You, so that You can lift us up.  Thank you Lord for loving 

us and teaching us to love You.  You are such an amazing God, I love seeing Your work in my 

life and in the lives around me.  Open our eyes to see Your world anew and clearly, with 

Your love in our hearts.   

Amen and Amen. 

aJeremiah 29:11   11 For I know the plans I have for you," declares the LORD, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to 
give you hope and a future. 
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THE CREATIVE CORNER 
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ALAS THAT ONE MUST UP AN’ ARISE 

 

Alas that one must up an’ arise 

And leave that world behind 

Where thoughts and feelings intertwine 

Behind the sleepers shuttered eyes 

 

In that land of hidden hopes 

We’re heroes proud and strong 

We fly above the world below 

Our hearts and hopes belong 

 

But is there not in this world yet 

Something worth the waking up 

Of hearts and minds to something more 

Found not in that world before 

 

For just as heaven must will be 

Something clearer and truer still 

Than the would around us will 

Appear to some like you and me 

 

So must the lands of dreaming be 

The world of sleep is shadow filled 

And nothing is there for you to see 

That isn’t truer in this world 
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Yet inside our dreaming sleep 

A piece of heaven hidden deep 

Awakes inside our longing heart 

A vision of a grander part 

 

And so with sighing heart we rise 

And greet the dawning of the skies 

Leaving behind we look ahead 

With joyful heart our eyes are sad 

Image by Leonardini 
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I Don’t Know Just Yet! 

©Elaina 2010 

THE CREATIVE CORNER 

“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing 

which ones to keep.” -Scott Adams 
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The high sensitivity required to sense and feel what other people experience is what 

makes life painful—it also makes it possible to sense, feel, and hear from God. 

Christians are not immune to mood swings, emotional upheavals, felling burned out and burned up. But you 

are mysteriously and uniquely designed with a high degree of spiritual sensitivity. Because of this, you are 

one who can join Jesus in the work He began and continues to do in the earth today. 

 

 

Carol Brown explains The Mystery of Sensitivity— what this sensitivity looks like and what it feels like, how this sensitivity effects 

you, and the common, human reflex reactions to this sensitivity. You will be excited and relieved to discover that God gave you 

this spiritual awareness to develop spiritual maturity— yours and others. 

So release yourself to the Spirit of God, and learn how to respond to this most precious gift we have received from our heavenly 

Father! 

THE MYSTERY OF SPIRITUAL SENSITIVITY 

Your Practical Guide to Responding to Burdens You 

Feel from God’s Heart 

A book from the guest writer of 

‘Different, Not Ruined’ 

Carol A. Brown 

For more information about the book or the author please visit: http://www.fromgodsheart.com 

You can also watch the YouTube video 

http://www.fromgodsheart.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzKbqSAyKBY


Have you ever felt you have a neon sign on your 

head that reads: 

ATTENTION! 

Leaches, Mosquitos and  

Blood Suckers of ALL KINDS: 

DINNER IS SERVED! 

REAL LIFE The Final Demise of the Cinderella Syndrome 

A book from writer, singer and songwriter Ruth Ann Lea 

There are reasons we are attracted to specific people… reasons they are attracted to us. 

Real Life is not for the faint of heart. After all, life is more than a fairytale. Are you ready for some 

tough questions? How about some even tougher answers? Come, join me.  Real Life isn’t about your 

stuff; it’s more about how that “stuff” has kept you distant from the “God of all Comfort”  

(2 Corinthians 1:3). 

My hope is to help you see God as He truly is. 

My prayer is that you will no longer define God based on how 

people have treated you. 

My joy comes when you comprehend God’s great delight in you. 

My goal is that you may walk freely… without fear, as the person 

God made you to be 

Patterned after the Wrestle for Life Workshops,  Real Life is written in a workbook/journal format with thought provoking 

questions and line space available for personal reflection.  Included with the book is a full length music CD, written and 

performed  by Ruth Ann Lea. 

 

To learn more about the book or to purchase a copy visit: http://followtheball.org/book 

http://followtheball.org/book/


Follow the Ball  
Ministries LLC 

www.followtheball.org 

When People are hurt, 

Trust is broken. 

When trust is broken, 

A wall is built. 

That wall separates us from the God of all 

healing. 

Our hope in Life… 

Is to find the gate! 

This magazine is published by Safe Place Publishing, LLC, a division of : 

The Flying Pig Review is a magazine meant to offer fellowship, community and 

voice to anyone hungry for more. 

 

http://www.followtheball.org



